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Abstract
This paper describes the implementation of RAID, a robust and adaptable distributed sys-
tem for transaction processing. RAID is a message-passing system, with several server processes
on each site. A high-level, layered communications package provides a clean, location indepen-
dent interface between servers. RAID processes concurrent updates and retrievals on multiple
sites. The servers manage concurrent processing, consistent replicated copies even during site
failures or network partitionings, and atomic distributed commitment. RAID provides the in-
frastructure to experimentally investigate various methods for supporting reliable distributed
transaction processing. The server implementation has proven useful for experimentation, espe-
cially because servers can be replaced with alternate implementations that adhere to the same
interface. Experiments are being performed to measure the overhead of site failure and net-
work partition protocols, and the benefits from enhanced operating system features, such as
lightweight processes, shared memory, and kernel-level multicast.
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RAID has been implemented to conduct experiments to provide empirical evaluation of the design
and implementation of algorithms for replicated copy control during failures, dynamic reconfigura-
tioD techniques, communications software, and transaction processing support in operating systems.
These experiments identify principles that are necessary for reliable, high-performance transaction
processing. The research emphasis is on new issues in distributed transaction management. In this
paper we discuss the implementation of the RAID system, including the site structure, the commu-
nications package, the flow of transaction processing, some measurements that we have performed,
and our ongoing experimental work.
Performance measurements are being done on RAID to compare the relative merits of various
algorithms, and to demonstrate the feasibility of new implementation techniques. Performance
data is included to give examples of the types of instrumentation available in RAID. The current
version of RAID supports distributed transactions on a replicated database. A replicated copy
control protocol maintains consistency and availability despite site and network failures. RAIDTool
provides a user-friendly operator interface. The distributed concurrency controller can use one of
four different concurrency control algorithms, as determined by the operator at run-time. The RAID
system is implemented in 20K lines of C code, and can run on either Vaxen or Suns under 4.3 BSD
Unix!. We also have Mini-RAID, a message-passing simulation system, that is an additional 61{
lines of C code, and runs in the same environment. Mini-RAID is being used for studying load
balancing and deadlock detection at two other institutions.
1.1 Distinguishing Features
1. Replication control that can handle multiple site and network failures. A Read One/Write
All Available algorithm is used to ensure data availability to transactions while maintaining
consistency. Out-of-date data on a recovering site are identified by maintaining fail-locks.
2. Transaction processing in RAID is separated into one execution phase and two commit phases.
In the execution phase the transaction executes on the site to which it was submitted, using
only the local copy of the database. During tIllS phase no concurrency control is done, and
no messages are exchanged. The transaction maintains timestamps for its reads, and writes
to a copy of the data in volatile memory. During the first commit phase, the executing site
communicates with other sites to determine global commitment. The entire read/write set
of the transaction is distributed in a single round of messages. Since long messages cost only
slightly more than short messages, encapsulating the concurrency control information in a
single message has performance advantages over traditional techniques that distribute locking
information for each item separately. To guarantee that the data items are not accessed by
other transactions during the commit process, special commit-locks are acquired during this
phase. At this point, there may be additional rounds of messages to handle possible site or
communication failures. Phase 2 of commitment is responsible for writing the data to the disk
1 VAX is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. Sun is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Incorporated.
Unix is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
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and releasing the commit·locks. It uses one round of messages to communicate the commit
decision.
3. RAID has built-in support for measurements of both elapsed time and CPU time for each
of the phases of distributed transaction processing. The server that executes transactions
measures wall clock time for each of the phases of transaction execution. The communication
package responds automatically to special control messages that instruct it to set the level of
debug and timing processing to be performed. Another control message causes the communi-
cation package to print the current resource utilization for the server, including the number
of packets it has sent and received, and its user and system CPU time.
4. RAIDTool is a window-based front-end to the RAID system. RAIDTool has a separate
window for each site showing the status of the site. A control panel is available to create
new sites, cause old sites to fail or recover, and monitor system performance. RAIDTool
communicates with the sites via special control messages. Some of the control messages
request a simple operation such as changing the timing level, while other messages cause the
site to periodically send a summary of certain status information to RAIDTool.
5. RAID is designed as a modular, message-passing system to support easy extensions and mod-
ifications. Servers can be relocated, and new implementations of servers can be dynamically
substituted. Certain servers can adapt between algorithms while transactions are executing
[4]. For instance, the concunency controller can convert from a timestamp based approach
to locking if too many transactions are being aborted, or the network partition manager
can convert from an optimistic approach to a primary copy based approach if partitions are
expected to be oflong duration. We have developed correctness criteria that specify permissi-
ble processing during conversion, and indicate when the conversion is complete. In addition,
the RAID communication sub-system provides location transparent addressing, and supports
multiple virtual sites on a single physical host. The name-server provides a notifier service
that automatically informs interested servers of failures or recoveries of other servers. Each
server registers a notifier set of servers in which it is interested with the name server. The
communications system is layered so it can be modified easily to make use of new transport
services.
1.2 Related Work
RAID is similar to CAMELOT [17J, ARGUS [15], and R" [14] in its support for distributed trans-
actions. CAMELOT and ARGUS encapsulate each data object in a single server process with
multiple lightweight threads of control, while RAID and R- have a data server for each user. Hav-
ing a single data server is a performance advantage for transactions that access many data items,
and amortizes session connection and authentication over several transactions. R* uses high~level
communication facilities, so having a relatively long-lived data server is important. The RAID data
server also provides full support for replicated data. On the other hand, the virtual site abstrac-
tion provided by a separate data server per data item is elegant, and provides better modularity.
The address space protection is especially attractive for user-defined objects. Synchronizing the
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multiple lightweight processes is complicated, though, especially in Argus where it is done in user
mode (CAMELOT uses MACH threads). Also, since the processes share a single address space it
may be difficult to locate errors, since a process that destroys data in another process may cause
the other process to fail. ARGUS avoids this problem since the lightweight processes are written
in a strongly typed language.
CAMELOT and ARGUS both use remote procedure call (RPC) mechanisms for communica-
tion. CAMELOT uses MACH RPC for invoking data server operations, and UDP datagrams for
negotiating commitment. MACH has a facility for automatically generating stub routines to convert
to/from network data types. ARGUS handler calls are built on top of their own low-level data-
gram service. The move towards lower-level communications services is motivated by hardware
improvements in communications technology that make CPU speed the bottleneck in local-area
communications and by end-to-end arguments that stress that reliability can only be guaranteed
at the top level [16]. By contrast, R'" uses a high-level error-free virtual circuit facility. R" does
use datagrams for recovery, hut these are not low-level datagrams used for performance reasons,
but special datagram.s that automatically invoke a remote process to handle recovery. RAID uses
datagrams for communication. Since only system-level communication is possible, hand written
routines convert system data structures to and from network data representations. RPC cannot
be used because each RAID server consists of a single process, and synchronous execution would
block other transactions. Instead, the servers explicitly maintain state information for each of the
transactions they are processing.
CAMELOT and ARGUS execute two-phase commit on the data servers involved in the trans-
action, using the site at which the transaction was initiated as the coordinator. R'" uses a tree--
structured two-phase commit algorithm, that propagates commit decisions in the reverse order of
transaction execution. RAID can execute either two or three phase commit, and involves all active
sites. The other systems do not support replication, so concurrency control is handled locally by
the data servers. RAID piggybacks concurrency control information on the messages for round 1
of the commit protocol.
ARGUS and R* use write-ahead logging for recovery. CAMELOT uses checkpoints and write-
ahead logging for low-level recovery, and supports recoverable virtual memory implemented using
the log. RAID can use either a differential file or a log.
CLOUDS flO] is another project that is investigating operating system support for djstributed
transaction processing. CLOUDS provides a minimal kernel that provides fast communication and
support for objects. Objects encapsulate permanent data and the set of routines that can operate
on the data. Operating systems built on this kernel can make use of the low-level support to provide
high-performance object-oriented transaction processing [9].
The Encompass distributed data management system is a commercial product of Tandem Cor-
poration [7]. Encompass provides continuous, fault-tolerant processing in a decentralized dis·
trihuted environment. The Tandem operating system is message based and is characterized by
symmetry and the absence of any master/slave hierarchy. For reliability it uses a mechanism called
process-pair, in which two cooperating processes run on separate processors physically connected
to a device.
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1.3 Types of Experiments in RAID
In RAID, we have established an infrastructure for performing experiments on distributed trans-
action processing systems. The infrastructure includes a fully functioning system for processing
transactions, measurement tools, a user-friendly interface for monitoring experiments, and support
for modifying the system to telt new ideas. There is a need for concrete empirical evidence of how
operating system support for communications, shared memory, lightweight processes, etc., impacts
transaction processing performance. Furthermore, we need experimental comparisons of different
techniques for distributed transaction processing in areas such as concurrency control, network
partition management, and distributed commitment. Finally, techniques for developing distributed
systems that are adaptable to changing conditions - in both the short and the long term - must
be studied and measured. RAID is a platform on which these experiments can be performed.
Two experiments have been completed, and are described in sections 6.1 and 6.2. The first
experiment measured the overhead and behavior of the RAID replicated copy control algorithm
[1,3]. The second experiment measured the communication delay in an implementation of the
UDP lIP protocol. We are working on further experiments to evaluate the overhead of protocols
for fault tolerance and the effect of operating system and communication system enhancements on
transactions processing performance. Section 6.3 gives more details on our plans for the following
experiments:
1. We plan to study the implementation of replicated copy management with a focus on network
partitions. We plan to conduct several experiments to measure the behavior of network
partitions and the overheads of our protocols. The main ideas involve the use of a connection
vector instead of the selsion vector that was used in the site faUure algorithms. We will
use the concepts of dynamic voting, view serializability, and optimistic methods to provide
increased availability and survivability.
2. Each phase of distributed commitment consists of the master site broadcasting a request
to all other sites and then waiting for replies from each of them. Low-level communications
support for multicast would decrease the commit delay. Optimally, high-level multicast should
be implemented using available hardware multicast mechanisms, but even its simulation in
software at the kernel level is useful. Our communications experiments [2J demonstrated
that a substantial part of datagram latency can be attributed to getting into and out of
the kernel. Simulated multicast in the kernel would incur this cost only once per packet,
regardless of the number of destination hosts. The RAID communications package provides
high-level simulated broadcast calls. These calls could be easily modified to use known lower-
level multicast protocols for improved efficiency. We plan to measure the improvement on
transaction throughput provided by utilizing a lower-level multicast mechanism.
3. Several of the RAID servers are implemented as a main loop that receives each datagram,
looks up the local state information for the transaction referenced by the datagram, and
processes the datagram in the context of that state information. Having a separate process
for each transaction in each server would permit the servers to use the synchronous RPC
communication model, with the state information automatically maintained on the process
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stack. Additional UNIX processes would be too expensive, but lightweight processes sharing
a single address space could be used. We plan to implement the servers using lightweight
processes, and report on the advantages and disadvantages.
4. 80% of the datagrams sent in RAID are between servers on the same site. Local messages
currently take ~ of the time of remote messages. We are investigating using a faster mechanism
for local communications such as shared memory, message queues, or named pipes. Shared
memory permits extremely fast communication, but the semaphores required for coordination
take l as long as sending local messages via UDP. Surprisingly, sending a message on a
message queue takes only ~ as long as posting to a semaphore. One possibility is to send long
messages through shared memory, using a message queue for coordination. Named pipes are
a less attractive alternative since each server would need to keep an open pipe for each local
server. We are in the process of creating a separate version of the communications system
that detects local communication and routes it via message queues. We will measure the
improvement in transaction throughput from faster local communication.
2 RAID Site Structure
RAID provides complete support for transaction processing, including transparency to concurrent
access, crash recovery, distribution of data, and atomicity. An instance of RAID can manage any
number of virtual sites distributed among the available physical hosts.
Since reconfiguration is a principle that we want to explore in RAID, we chose to separate
the modules that implement transaction processing into several UNIX processes, called servers.
The servers communicate among themselves using the RAID communication package, which is
layered on UDP lIP. The clean interface between servers simplifies incorporating new algorithms
and facilities into RAID, or testing alternate implementations of algorithms. To permit concurrent
transactions on a single site, there is a separate process for each user that coordinates the execution
of her transactions with other servers. Since the RAID servers only communicate via our location-
independent communication package, servers can be moved or replaced during the execution of
transactions.
Figure 1 depicts the organization of a RAID virtual site. The site is virtual since its servers
can reside on one or more hosts (machines) and since the site is not tied to any particular host
on the network. Multiple sites can run on a single host, so we can run a ten-site RAID instance
on the five workstations currently available in the laboratory. Furthermore, two or more separate
instances of RAID can run independently. Each site implements facilities for query parsing and
execution as a transaction, access management with stable storage, concurrency control, replicated
copy management, site failure and network partitioning management, naming, etc.
Figure 2 shows the communication paths between the RAID servers. The following describes
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CC = Conc:urrency Controller
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AM = Access Manager
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Figure 1: The organization of a RAID site.
2.1 User Interface
User Interface (UI) is a front-end invoked by a user to process relational calculus (QUEL-type)
queries on a relational database. UI initiates its own Action Driver (AD), parses queries submitted
by the user, and gives each parsed query to the AD. It then waits to hear from its AD whether the
query committed or failed, and notifies the user of this fact. Multiple users can use a virtual site
simultaneously, hence for each user in the site there is one UII AD pair. UI terminates when its
user exits.
2.2 Action Driver
2Note that RAID currently uses this validation (or opLimislic) approach lo concurrency control. Validation has
performance advantages in distributed systems, since it communicates the entire read/write-set in one message. All
concurrency control algorithms are modified to fit the validation paradigm. For instance, we use a validation version















Figure 2: RAID Site Structure.
2.3 Atomicity Controller
Transaction processing in RAID is divided into an execution phaBe and two commit phases. The
first commit phase consists of at least one round of messages to determine if the transaction can
be globally committed. Additional rounds may be used to handle potential failures. The second
commit phase causes the data to be written to the databaBe for successful transactions. The
Atomicity Controller manages the two commit phases to ensure that a transaction commits or
aborts globally. AC receives transaction histories from two sources: local ADs and remote ACs.
AC first attempts to set a commit-lock on each data item in the transaction's write-set. The
commit-locks provide a localized critical section during the two-phase commit. They are short-
lived, since they are only needed during commitment, rather than during transaction processing. If
the commit-locks are successfully obtained for each item in the write-set, AC sends the transaction
history to CC to determine if it is locally serializable.
If the history originated from a local AD, AC also sends the history to all other ACs within
the RAID instance, in order to check whether the history is locally serializable at every site. When
replies from all operational ACs are gathered, AC is ready to commit or abort the transaction.
AC commits the transaction if and only if all replies are "commit." If the decision is "abort",
AC releases the commit-locks for the transaction, and informs the source AD. If the decision is
"commit" I AC waits for a message from the AM that all data for the transaction js successfully
written, releases the commit·locks for the transaction, and notifies the source AD, the local CC,
and every other site's AC of its decision.
If the transaction originated at some remote site, the local AC notifies only that remote AC
of its commit/abort decision. If the decision js "abort," the AC releases the commit-locks for the
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transaction. If the decision is "commit'" the AC first waits to hear from the local Access Manager
that all data for the transaction is successfully written, and then releases the commit-locks.
2.4 Replication Controller
The goal of the Replication Controller (RC) is to continue processing on an operational site while
other sites are failing or recovering, or when the site's connections to a subset of sites is lost or
restored due to a network partitioning.
Site Failure. A protocol [1] used in RAID allows transaction processing as long as a single copy
is available. If a transaction on an operational site knows that a particular site is down3 , the
transaction does not attempt to read a copy from or send an update to the failed site. While a
site is down, the other sites maintain information to permit that site to eventually recover success-
fully. The remainder of this section describes the necessary information and its maintenance and
transmission.
The principal RAID approach to handling site failure is the read-onefwrite-all-available (ROWAA)
strategy for updating replicated copies of data, in conjunction with the ideas of session numbers
and nominal session vectors[l]. A session number identifies a time period in which a site is up. A
session number js also useful in determining if the status of a site has changed during the execution
of a transaction. A nominal session vector for a site consists of the site's own session number and
the perceived session numbers of the other sites in the system. A site uses its nominal session
vector to determine which sites are operational (only operational sites can participate in a protocol
based on the ROWAA strategy). In the RAID system, the AC is responsible for maintaining the
nomina1session vector to keep track of the status of all the sites. A perceived session number within
the session vector is an incarnation number for a site if it is positive. An incarnation number is
a positive integer that tells how many times an operational site has failed and recovered. If the
perceived session number is non-positive, it indicates that the site is failed or recovering.
Two types of control transactions are used to signal changes in the nominal session vectors. Fail-
ure announcement control transactions announce the failure of a site, and recovery announcement
control transactions announce the recovery of a site. A failure announcement control transaction
informs every site when a failure is observed. The serialization order of this control transaction
determines when the failure occurs with respect to other transactions. Transactions that success-
fully commit before this control transaction are allowed to write to the database. Transactions
that attempt to commit after the control transaction can only be successful if they can commit
without using any resources from the failed site. A control transaction for failure announcement is
generated by an AC, and sent to all other ACs, to announce that the sender has determined that
one or more sites that were operational have failed. The transaction updates the nominal session
vectors of the remaining operational sites to indicate the transition of the failed site(s) from an
operational state to a nonoperational state. After its nominal session vector is updated, the AC
informs the RC to begin using the new sessjon vector.
3 A site is up (operational) if all of i19 servers are operalional. Some servers may be operational on a down (failed)
site, but olher sites will consider the entire site fa.iled when they observe lhal a.ny server is failed.
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The algorithm sets special fail-locks to represent the fact that a copy of a data item is being
updated while some other copies are unavailable, due to site failures (or network partitions in a
future implementation). While a site is down, the RC on each operational site maintains fail-locks
for any data items that are modified. In other words, fail-locks are an indication that out-of-date
copies need to be refreshed by a recovering site before that site can execute transactions that read
the values of the copies. If multiple sites fail, the RC must keep fail-locks for each of them. That
is, in the RC each updated copy has a fail-lock bit for each site. It would be possible for only a
subset of the sites to keep fail-locks, but that would potentially reduce availability in the event of
multiple failures.
When a site recovers from a failure, its AC broadcasts a recovery announcement control trans-
action to all other ACs, and collects fail-lock information from each operational site. The time
between the broadcast of a recovery announcement and the reception of fail-locks constitutes the
"window of vulnerability", because other sites may consider the recovering site to be operational
while it is still waiting to receive some fail-locks. To deal with this problem, any messages besides
the ones containing fail-lock information are queued by the RC until fail-lock collection is complete.
Then, the queued messages are dequeued and processed.
Fail-locks allow the recovering site to distinguish its outdated data items from its up-to-date
data items. The up-to-date data items are jmmediately made available for transaction processing.
Outdated data items can be refreshed on the recovering site either by normal transaction updates\
or by special copier transactions.
To speed up site recovery and improve system availability, copier transactions are initiated
by the RC, particularly when there are several outdated copies for a single item (that is, there
are several recovering sites). As another option, all of the necessary copier transactions could
be generated and processed by a site before announcing that the site has recovered. However, if
the copier transactions are delayed, many of the copier transactions may be unnecessary due to
"natural" writes on the outdated data items. Section 6.1 discusses this effect further.
Network Partitioning. Transaction processing should continue during network partitionings5
and the database copies should remain consistent and available[l}. In RAID, there are two types of
transactions: read-only and update. The read-only transactions need a view of a correct database
state. H the latest state is not available, an earlier version may be acceptable. For example,
if one calls a bank to find the balance in his account, the following answer may be acceptable:
"Your balance is $569.75, but some checks may not have been processed." However, when one
actually withdraws the funds, the transaction becomes an update, and must execute on the current
view. The notion of view-serializability has been used for increasing data availability for read-only'
transactions during partitionings [1]. It requires that update transactions do not create a cyclic
conflict in any partition and that the read-only transactions considered one at a time do not create
a cycle in the conflict graph.
Processing of items by update transactions has to be restricted to a single copy of an item
4If llie recovering site observes updates to outdated items, it can record tlJe new value and clear the fail lock.
b A network partitioning occurs when the sites are separated into two or more partitions and are unable to com-
municate with each other. A merge occurs when the separate partitions start communicating again.
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(i.e., to just one partition). We use a combination (or adaptation) of dynamic voting algorithms
[11,12] along with the optimlstic approach. The dynamic voting scheme is a natural extension to
the read-one/write--all-available protocol used to cope with site failures. The protocol to deal with
network partitionings is stated as "read one copy/determine if in majority partition/update all
available copies." The dynamic majority determination algorithm is being extended so that the
sites of a partition do not need to be identified after each partitioning or merge. The determination
of a majority is done dynamically when the transaction is ready to commit.
It is possible that after multiple partitions the number of sites in the majority partition may
become too small (say, below a certain threshold). Our solution in such a case is to switch to the
optimistic approach in which all partitions can process transactions, but commit them only after
a unique majority partition can form. The partition must include at least one site that was in the
last majority partition. In previous work the only way to reconstruct a majority partition is by
merging with the last majority partition before the majority is lost. Our ideas [1] allow arbitrary
merges using the notions of ties and various combinations of majorities. However, a single, unique
majority partition must be established for the commitment of update transactions.
2.5 Concurrency Controller
RAID performs concurrency control using the timestamp validation approach. Global validation
occurs during the first round of the distributed commit protocol. After a transaction finishes
executing, its history information is passed to all sites in the system, each of which validates whether
the history is locally serializable with respect to previously positively validated transactions on that
site. Each local concurrency controller maintains information on globally committed transactions,
and on previously locally validated transactions that are still in the commit process. If all sites
report that the history is locally serializable, the transaction is globally serializable.
2.5.1 Adaptability
One goal of RAID is to implement the distributed control algorithms so that they can be replaced
with other algorithms while the system is running. The RAID approach is to formally model the
distributed sub-systems as history sequencers, which are functions that take as input a series of
actions (a history) and produce as output the same actions, possibly in a different order. Switching
between two implementations of a sequencer requires transferring the state information from the
running implementation to the new implementation. This can be done by developing a generic
state common to the implementations, by developing methods for converting the state information
between the two implementations, or by introducing an intermediate period of processing during
which the new implementation absorbs enough state information to be able to correctly sequence·
the existing transactions. More details of each of these approaches are given in [4].
2.5.2 Implementation
The concurrency controller in Raid has been implemented to perform the validation with one of
many different implementations. Currently four different concurrency control methods have been
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implemented (simple locking, read/write locking, timestamping, and conflict graph cycle detection).
The type of concunency control may be chosen at run-time, but all transactions must be completed
before it can -be switched to a different type. Dynamic adaptability of the type discussed in Section
2.5.1 is being implemented in RAID. Adaptability permits RAID to respond to environmental or-
administrative demands. For instance, if at certain times it is crucial that long transactions be able
to commit, RAID can switch to a concurrency control method that improves the chances for long
transactions to commit.
The RAID CCs use a generic data structure which is able to maintain read/write-set infor-
mation for concurrency controllers of many different types. All of the RAID concurrency control
implementations use this same data structure for maintaining history information. Algorithms are
being developed based on this data structure that will abort transactions as necessary to permit
dynamic adaptation of the concurrency control scheduler.
In two cases, the validation procedure has been simplified. First, since two read-only transac-
tions cannot conflict with each other, read-only transactions are validated entirely locally. When
the AC receives a transaction history with an empty write-set for commitment, the AC sends it
only to the local concunency controller for serializability validation. Second, if some transactions
access only non·replicated data on a site, they avoid the global concurrency control check. These
local transactions need only the local concurrency control check to guarantee serializability with
global transactions.
Transmitting the entire read/write set in a single message works well for short transactions,
but causes long transactions to be excessively likely to be aborted. We will experiment with
dynamic validation techniques that transmit previous data accesses periodically while a transaction
is executing. Each concurrency controller will record these accesses as part of the history of a
pseudo-transaction that will prevent conflicting transactions from committing or progressing. This
technique enables very long transactions to commit without significantly hurting performance or
concurrency for other transactions. If the transmissions are scheduled periodically, the commitment
algorithm will automatically adapt from conservative to optimistic according to transaction size.
2.5.3 Multiple Copy Update Problem
One characteristic of a transaction is update atomicity, the feature that either all or none of the
updates to multiple copies of the database take place. A convenient implementation of this feature
is to write the updates to a temporary workspace while the transaction is running, and then to post
them to the database all at once when the transaction has committed. In a single site system these
updates are usually written in a critical section, so that no other transaction can observe or change
the state between the commit decision and the time the updates actually appear in the database.
However, using a critical section is too expensive in a distributed system.
The current RAID solution, using what we call commit-locks, is described ,in Section 4. The
goal of the commit-locks is to allow the CCs to know when a write is actually performed on the
database, so the CCs can later determine whether other actions read an item before or after the
write. An alternative approach is to keep the IDs of the transactions that last read and wrote each
data item in the database. Instead of maintaining timestamps for items as they are read, the AD
maintains the IDs of the transactions that wrote those items. Then, the concurrency controller
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can correctly determine the reads-from relation, and validate global serializability. We have not
implemented this idea yet.
2.6 Access Manager
The Access Manager (AM) has two tasks. The first is to provides access to the relations, and to
manage the indices and storage structures such as B-trees, K-D trees, etc. A Unix file is allocated
to hold each relation. Currently, tuples are accessed by a sequential scan of a relation. Work is
under way to support other access methods. Then, an arbitrary number of secondary indices will
be constructed for any relation, and different access methods will be selected for different object
types.
The second task of the AM is to ensure that the updates of a transaction are written in a recov-
erable manner on stable storage. The Access Manager serializes writes to the copies of the database,
and communicates with the RAID commit mechanism (see section 2.5.3). While a transaction is
being executed by an AD, its updates are preserved either by a log that records the sequence of
write actions, or in a differential file that contains new images of each relation modified by the
transaction. When the transaction is ready to be committed, the differential file or log is passed by
the AD to the AMs, which write it to stable storage. At tltis point the transaction is committed,
since its updates will survive site failures. Now all of the AMs update their database copies using
a merge program, which is able to take either a log or differential file as input, and which applies
the updates to a copy of the database. Finally, the data is available for other transactions to read.
2.7 Clock Servers
An important goal in a distributed system is the synchronization of asynchronous processes. In
the presence of lost or delayed messages this synchronization is difficult. However, it is essential
that the concurrency controllers be able to determine the relative order of actions that access the
database. The ordering information is currently maintained in the form of timestamps that record
the time at which database accesses occur. This requires that the local clocks used by the CCs be
synchronized.
The RAID Clock Servers provide approximately synchronized timing services to the local servers
[13]. A clock server takes as parameters the approximate network delay, the maximum clock
drift, and the maximum permissible clock difference. It maintains a difference between the local
clock and the imaginary global clock. Periodically, the clock servers on each site communicate
among themselves their current view of the global time. The period is determined from the input
parameters. Whenever a local clock server receives from another clock server a time that is further,
in the future than its current time, it sets its clock ahead to that time. This method has the
advantage of keeping the clocks approximately synchronized without requiring a leader, but has'




Since RAID is to be used as a tool to study design techniques for distributed systems, it is important
to be able to monitor the execution of a RAID system successfully. Furthermore, a vehicle is needed
to communicate switching decisions from the human operator to the servers so that RAID servers
may be dynamically adapted to changing conditions. Finally, it is useful to have it simple method
for simulating site failures and recoveries for testing purposes. RAIDTool provides monitoring,
control, and failure simulation for RAID.
RAIDTool is it window-based front-end to RAID. It permits an operator to configure a RAID
system on multiple workstations, test the system with randomly generated transactions, monitor
the performance of the system, and communicate recon:figuration and adaptation decisions to the
servers. When a RAID instance is created by RAIDTool, a separate window is produced for each
site in that instance. These windows contain bar charts containing current performance information
for that site, sliders to permit the operator to modify the simulated transactions being submitted,
and buttons that allow the operator to send signals to any of the servers in the site, simulating
various failures. In the future, the master window for the RAID instance will provide the user with
the ability to send adaptation messages to servers so that they will switch to a new implementation
of a particular control algorithm.
3 RAID Communications
This section describes the high-level services provided by the RAID communications package, in-
cluding the RAID name space, the oracle (name-server), and the available communications services.
The Name Space. We can uniquely identify each RAID server with the tuple (RAID instance
number, RAID virtual site number, server type, server instance). The last tuple element is necessary
because some server types can have multiple instances active simultaneously. Figure 3 shows a
possible distribution of the servers among several physical hosts. Note that a single host can support
multiple virtual sites, and that different servers of a single virtual site can reside on different hosts.
To send a message to a server, UDP needs a (machine name, port number) pair. The RAID
oracle maps between RAID 4-tuples and UDP addresses. The communications software at each
server automatically caches the address of servers with which it must communicate. Thus, the
oracle is only used at system start·up, when a server is moved, and during failure and recovery.
The RAID Oracle. An oracle is a server process listening on a well-known port for requests
from other servers. The two major functions it provides are registration and lookup. A server
registers by telling the oracle its name (l.e., the tuple that uniquely identifies it). Any server can
ask the oracle for the lookup service to determine the location of any other server.
To permit other servers to locate it, a server must perform the RegisterSelfO call. Register-
Self takes a single argument, called a notifier set. The notifier set is a list of regular expressions
describing the RAID addresses of servers with which the new server must communicate. Whenever
a server changes status (e.g., moves, fails, or recovers) the oracle sends a notifier message to all
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Figure 3: A possible distribution of the RAID servers among three physical hosts of a single RAID
instance.
FindOracle RegisterSelf FindPartner FindAIl (1) FindAIl (5) I FindAll (10) I
1100 55 50 43 88 I 160 I
Table 1: RAID Oracle Timings (in milliseconds)
other servers that have specified the changing server in their notifier set. In addltion, the oracle
responds to the RegisterSelf command with a list of existing servers that are in the notifier set for
the new server. Sometimes (e.g., during recovery) a server is not able to begin executing until it
has contacted certain other servers. In this case, the server uses a special form of the notify request
which specifies that the oracle is not to acknowledge the RegisterSelfO command until it has
informed the new server of the location of certain other servers. This synchronous notification
feature avoids the need for initializing servers to busy-wait on the oracle. Notifier messages are
handled automatically by the communications software, which caches the address of the new server.
In many cases the higher-level code is not even aware of the reconfiguration.
The performance of the RAID Oracle only affects the start up and reconfiguration delays of
RAID. Table 1 gives the amount of time taken to perform several basic oracle functions. Most of
these function require just a few packet round-trips. FindOracle is much more expensive, since it
must check on all possible hosts on the network.
RAID Message Format. RAID messages start with a header consisting of the message type and
sender address. The text of the message is a sequence of ASCII bytes following the header. Using
ASCII incurs a conversion overhead, but provides a standard network data type that is suitable
for all machines with eight-bit bytes. The text of the message consists of alphanumeric characters.



















Figure 4: A sample RAID message.
message. This message is a transaction message from an AC, presumably to a remote AC or the
local ee. The sequence number is always zero for messages from ACs since it is used to differentiate
between multiple servers of the same type on the same site, and each virtual site has a single AC.
The message text is separated from the header by a comma (','), but may contain arbitrary text,
including punctuation.
RAID Communications Facilities. RAID servers communicate with each other using high-
level operations. The high-level facilities are implemented on top of the low-level RAID transport
protocol. We call this protocol LDG, for Long DataGram. This protocol is identical to UDP except
that there is no restriction on packet sizes (many implementations of UDP restrict packet sizes to
some maximum length). LDG is currently built on top of UDP. Each LDG packet is fragmented if
necessary, and then sent using UDP. At the destination, fragments are collected and reassembled.
Table 2 compares UDP and LDG round·trip communication times for datagrams of various
IByl..·~ 2048 I 8192 I32768 I500000 I
UDP 7.2 10.6 16.5 48.8 - -
LDG 13.3 23.7 52.0 170.0 642 10 sees
RAID 14.5 31.2 86.0 300.0 - -
Table 2: RAID Communication Time by Packet Length (in milliseconds)
lengths. LDG is about twice the cost of UDP for packets that do not need to be fragmented. In this
implementation, LDG datagrams are fragmented into 512 byte packets. Larger datagrams, which
UDP transmits as a single packet, are much more expensive to transmit using LDG. Profiling reveals
that about 30% of the additional single-packet cost over UDP of LDG is due to buffer copying,
which will be avoided in future releases by replacing the sendto and recvfrom Unix system calls
with sendmsg and recvmsg, respectively. A further 60% of the cost of a send and 17% of the cost of
receive is due to parsing the buffer headers. If communication turns out to be a bottleneck, much
of this cost can be avoided by changing to a fixed-fonnat, non-ASCII header. The RAID layer adds
a small amount of additional overhead for location transparency. Most of the remaining additional
cost of the RAID layer reflected in Table 2 is due to allocating and freeing a buffer. A future
implementation will retain a buffer of sufficient size for most messages to avoid this overhead.
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4 Transaction Processing
.In order that the AC can manage multiple transactions simultaneously it is implemented in a multi-
threaded manner. A multi-threaded server maintains a queue of the requests for which it is waiting
-for replies. Whenever the server receives a reply message, it locates .the request in the queue, and
updates the state information in the queue element. Whenever a server receives a request message,
it immediately processes it and returns a reply.
4.1 Transaction Execution Flow
Figure 5 depicts the relationships between the RAID servers during transaction processing. The
numeric labels in the figure refer to the phases in the life of a transaction as follows:
O. ur gets a query from the user, parses it, and passes the parsed query on to AD.
1. AD assigns a globally unique transaction ID, and records the read-set and write·set as it
processes the transaction using the local database. Updates are preserved in a log or a
differential file.
2. AD forms a commit request and sends it to the local AG. This request contains the transaction
ro, a list of identifiers of items read, along with the time at which the read occurred, and the
list of identifiers of items written. No timestamps are available for the writes since they have
not yet taken place.
3. AG sends transaction history to RC for read-set validation if AC considers this site to still be
recovering (i.e., fail-locks are still set for copies on this site). RC checks for a fail-lock on each
data item in transaction's read-set. Copier transactions are generated for any out-of-date
items that are found in the read-set.
4. RC responds to AC with indication of read-set validity after completion of necessary copier
transactions.
5. If read-set is valid (no fail-locks), the AC acquires special commit~locks for the items in the
write-set (c.f. Section 2.5.3). If some commit-locks are already set, it may choose to wait for
them to be released, in which case it uses a method for avoiding or breaking deadlocks. AC
then sends the transaction history to CC and remote ACs. If the read-set is invalid, the AC
aborts this transaction.
6. CC and remote ACs reply to AC with a commit/abort decision for the transaction.
7. Once all votes are recorded from the local CC and the remote ACs, AC informs AD of the
commit/abort decision.
a. AD sends the log or differential file to all AMs and tells them to commit the transaction, if
the transaction was deemed globally serializable by AC.
9. AM writes all data of the committed transaction to the database
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10. AM informs AC that the transaction's data was successfully written.
11. AC releases the commit-locks belonging to the transaction, and informs the local CC and all
other ACs. The remote ACs release their commit-locks and inform their CCs. The CCs move
the transaction to their commit lists.
12. AC sends the transaction write-set to RC. RC clears fail-locks for items in the write-set.
Fail-locks are set for any sites that are perceived to be down.
13. AM tells AD that write was successful. AD informs user that the transaction has committed.
4.2 Transaction Data Structures
During transaction processing, data are exchanged among the servers. This section describes the
information that is passed during some of the steps, and the local data structures in which that
information is stored.
4.2.1 Transaction History
A transaction history consists of the sequence of read actions executed by the transaction followed
by a list of the items that the transaction wrote. Since these items have not yet been updated
in the database, they are not required to be in order, and are not timestamped. Figure 6 depicts
the logical structure of a typical transaction history. The session number6 of the originating site
is included 50 that all sites that participate in the commit decision have the same version of the
database. Each element of the read-set is a triple, consisting of database number7 , tuple id, and
timestamp. The write-set elements contain a database number and a tuple id. Parentheses are
included in Figure 6 to improve legibility, but are not included in actual transaction histories.
4.2.2 Atomicity Controller Queue
Since the atomicity controller must manage the commit decision for several transactions simulta~
neously, it needs a data structure containing the current status of each active transaction. The
AC maintains a queue of transaction structures, each of which contains the transaction history
and the current status of the transaction. Figure 7 shows two transactions in the queue for the
AC on Site 2. The history information is kept in the form in which it was transmitted, to permit
efficient retransmission, if necessary. The transaction id and originating site fields are the same as
the corresponding values in the history, but are in a form that is efficient for the local host. The
first transaction in the queue originated on this site, so AC is still waiting for votes from other ACs
for the commit decision (two "yes" votes have arrived; the AC is still waiting for the other two
votes). The second transaction came from another AC, so Site 2's AC is waiting for the validation
decision from its concurrency controller.
6 A RAID session numbers is a posilive integer maintained by a site 8, which is incremented each Lime 8 recovers.
7Each RAID query is applied to a single database. The database nllmber identifies the RAID database which is
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Figure 7: The Atomicity Controller Queue.
4.2.3 Other Messages
Validation messages from CC to AC consist of a transaction ID followed by a 'Y' or 'N', if the
traru;action is validated or not validated, respectively. Votes between the ACs, and the termination
message from AC to AD have the same format.
The originating AD sends write-set information to the AMs when a transaction commits. If
the information is in differential file form, it consists of the transaction ill, followed by the list of
items to be written. Each item is identified by a database number and a tuple id, followed by the
entire new tuple. The log file uses the same format.
5 Performance Measurements in RAID
5.1 Measurement Tools
RAID is equipped with two tools for measuring transaction processing performance. One tool is
used for measuring wall-clock time, and the other for measuring CPU time. The wall-clock tool
consists of support in the Action Driver (AD) for checking the value of the time of day clock
before and after certain parts of a transaction. The communication package accepts special control
messages from RAIDTool to determine which timing information is produced. An example of
the timing information provided is in Figure 8. In this example, the timing level is set to 5,
which causes four parts of transaction processing to be timed: query interpretation, preparation of
concurrency control information, transaction commitment, and posting the update to the database.
The timer values for the first and third of these are given to within twenty milliseconds, which is
the precision of the Sun hardware clock. Since the transaction was read-only, the step of posting
the data to the disk was skipped. The reported value of one microsecond happens because the Sun
clock routines adjust the returned value so that two separate requests never return the same value.
The preparation of the concurrency control information is timed to measure the cost of converting
messages to and from ASCn for transmission. Since this is a short transaction, the time is less
than 20 milliseconds.
The other tool is used to measure CPU time for individual servers. The communication package
supports a control message that requests a dump of some of the resource information maintained
by the kernel for each process. Since all of the server processes use the communication package,
this control message allows for the measurement of resource usage for each of the servers separately.
Figure 9 is an example of the resource usage information printed by the communications package.
Note that once again the clock granularity is twenty milliseconds. Since some servers do not use
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Stop timing: 2.280000 seconds
Start timing writing data to disk
Query succeeded.
Stop timing: 0.000001 seconds
94038o
3.340000 seconds
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Figure 8: An example of the RAID wall-clock timing facility.
get resources packet received
User time: 0 seconds; 580000 Usecs





Ctxt svitches: vol = 304 invol = 164
Figure 9: Example of resource usage information for a server.
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unique two ten twenty hundred thousand
5 0 9 2 64 615
6 1 3 15 38 923
7 0 3 17 68 746
8 1 5 8 80 424
9 0 9 3 59 707
10 0 3 19 32 455
11 1 6 16 20 832
12 1 1 6 79 719
13 1 9 3 19 639
14 1 0 4 41 872
15 1 2 4 84 931
Figure 10: Some example tuples from the thousand relation.
this much time for each transaction, CPU time is measured over a series of transactions and then
averaged.
5.2 Sample Performance Measurements
The following series of performance measurements were done on Sun 3/50s connected by a 10
megabit/second ethernet. The database for the experiment is 100 tuples from a truncated version
of the thousand relation used in [6]. Figure 10 shows a few tuples from this relation. The first
column is a unique key for the tuple. The other columns are random numbers selected from
the range specified by the column name. For instance, the range for column twenty is 0 to 19.
These columns provide for a wide range of selectivity in queries. For example, the query database
thousand, get thousand: thousand. ten = 8; can be used to select approximately 10% of
the tuples.
Currently the Suns use disk space on a shared file server for the database. Each site has a
separate directory for its replicated copy. This creates two problems during performance studies.
First, writes to separate copies of the database that should be executed in parallel on the different
machines are actually executed serially by a single processor. Second, the performance of the
remote disk is significantly worse than the performance of the same disk accessed locally. Our
measurements show that remote accesses are around 30% slower than local accesses to the same
disk, or about the same speed as local accesses to a slower SCSI disk.
5.2.1 Single-Site Performance
Table 3 shows the performance of several queries on a single site RAID system. The columns give
the times to interpret and execute the transaction on the local site, to execute the distributed
commitment algorithm, and to post the updates to the database, respectively. The two select
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transaction interpret commit write
select one tuples 2.1 0.4 0.0
select eleven tuples 3.4 0.4 0.0
insert twenty tuples 3.8 1.4 2.8
update one tuple 1.9 0.5 1.5
Table 3: Execution time for transactions in i-site RAID (in seconds).
transaction AC CC AD AM
transaction user sys user sys user sys user sys
select one tuple 0.04 0.14 0.04 0.06 0.34 0.90 0.00 0.00
select eleven tuples 0.04 0.08 0.02 0.02 0.54 1.48 0.00 0.00
insert twenty tuples 0.20 0.16 0.12 0.13 1.23 3.10 0.14 0.71
update one tuple 0.04 0.10 0.02 0.02 0.34 0.76 0.04 0.58
Table 4: CPU time used by RAID servers in executing transactions (in seconds).
queries both use a simple predicate that only examines one field in each tuple. The insert query
inserts twenty tuples in a single transaction. The update query updates one field of a selected tuple.
The commit and write times are higher for the insert query because its write set is larger than any
of the other read or write sets. Table 4 shows the CPU time used by each server for these same
queries, averaged over several transactions. Note that the total CPU time is much smaller than the
total elapsed time for each query. This suggests that multiple queries executing at the same time
would be able to overlap significantly. We are considering ways by which the experiment may be
extended to multiple simultaneous queries.
5.2.2 Multi-Site performance
Tables 5, 6, and 7 show the time taken to run the same transactions on systems with 2, 3, and
4 sites, each of which has a replicated copy of the database. The RAID transaction processing
algorithm executes each transaction locally before applying the distributed commit algorithm, so
interpretation time is independent of the number of sites. The fact that the commit time is also
more or less constant as the number of sites increase is due to the use of built·in multicast in the
RAID layer of the communications package. This lower level multicast only has to format the
packet once regardless of the number of sites. Hence, the commit protocol executes effectively in
parallel on each site. Our estimate is that commit time will remain constant up to around ten sites
if we continue to use UDP as our transport mechanism. vVe are currently preparing a kernel-level
multicast that will help maintain this property for even larger numbers of sites. The write time
increases significantly as the number of sites increases. Since the writes are also done in parallel,
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transaction interpret commit write
select one tuples 1.9 0.4 0.0
select eleven tuples 3.6 0.5 0.0
insert twenty tuples 3.5 1.4 3.4
update one tuple 1.8 0.5 1.6
Table 5: Execution time for transactions in 2-site RAID (in seconds).
transaction interpret commit write
select one tuples 2.0 0.4 0.0
select eleven tuples 3.4 0.4 0.0
insert twenty tuples 4.1 1.4 5.1
update one tuple 1.7 0.4 2.2
Table 6: Execution time for transactions in 3-site RAID (in seconds).
transaction interpret commit write
select one tuples 2.2 0.4 0.0
select eleven tuples 3.7 0.4 0.0
insert twenty tuples 3.9 1.5 6.9
update one tuple 1.8 0.4 2.7
Table 7: Execution time for transactious in 4-site RAID (in seconds).
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1 site 2 sites 3 sites 4 sites
transaction user sys user sys user sys user sys
select one tuples 0.04 0.14 0.06 0.14 0.04 0.10 0.08 0.24
select eleven tuples 0.04 0.08 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.12 0.06 0.10
insert twenty tuples 0.20 0.16 0.08 0.14 0.10 0.12 0.08 0.10
update one tuple 0.04 0.10 0.06 0.12 0.06 0.16 0.06 0.16
Table 8: CPU time used by RAID Atomicity Controller (AC) in executing transactions on varying
numbers of sites (in seconds).
this increase must be due to the use of a single file server to perform all of the writes. We plan to
repeat these measurements using local disks in the near future.
Most of the servers do the same amount of work regardless of the number of sites in the system.
The principal exception is the Atomicity Controller (AC), which must communicate with each
remote site during the distributed commit algorithm. Table 8 shows the CPU time taken by the
AC for various numbers of sites. The times show a slight tendency to increase with the number of
sites, but the variance in the measurements is too large to permit stronger statements. The variance
is probably caused by the granularity of the hardware clock, since individual time slices are likely
to be smaller than twenty milliseconds. For instance, in the example of figure 9 the process has
used 580 milliseconds of CPU time and has had 468 context switches, which is an average of almost
one context switch per millisecond. Since these numbers are collected directly by the kernel we do
not have any means to further control them. In any ccu:;e, it is again clear that most of the wall
clock processing time for an individual traIL5action is not CPU time.
These measurements give the flavor of the instrumentation available in RAID. We will use these
tools to analyze the effect on perfonnance offuture modifications to RAID, and to choose the areas
that are in need of work.
6 Two Experiments in RAID
RAID provides a test-bed for conducting experiments [5]. Three classes of experiments are sup-
ported by RAID: simulation experiments, micro-experiments, and macro-experiments. The simula-
tion experiments are run on a separate system called mini-RAID. Mini-RAID is a message-passing
system that generates pseudo-random read/write sets of transactions, and simulates the conunit
process on multiple sites. The overhead for testing new ideas on mini-RAID is much smaller than
for implementing the same feature in RAID. Micro-experiments are experiments run to measure the
performance of a particular sub-system of RAID. The performance figures for the RAID communi-
cations package and the oracle from section 3 were obtained with micro-experiments. These results
are used to determine which parts of the system are bottlenecks, and to predict the performance of
proposed configurations of RAID. Macro-experiments measure the transaction processing perfor-
mance of the RAID system in traditional terms, such as tbroughput or delay. These experiments
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are done on the full RAID system, using both simulated transactions and transaction benchmarks
[6J.
Section 5 described some sample macro-experiments. In Sections 6.1 and 6.2 we briefly describe
two additional experiments. Section 6.3 discusses current and future experimental work on RAID.
6.1 Experiment 1: An Experimental Analysis of Replicated Copy Control
This experiment examines the effects of host failures and recoveries on the consistency of replicated
copies, by measuring how fast consistency can be restored, and the overhead associated with rep-
licated copy control algorithms [3]. The Read One/Write All Available (ROWAA) algorithm used
in RAID relies on fail-locks to mark data items that become out of date due to a failure. When
a site recovers, it copies the fail-locks from an operational site, and does not permit the affected
data items to be read until the fail-locks are cleared. Fail-locks can be cleared passively as other
transactions write to the database, or actively by special copier transactions.
The overhead in fail-locks maintenance caused a 5% increase in transaction processing time.
-The potential impact of-this -overhead is lessened by incorporating fail-lock processing into the
commit protocol. The overhead for copier transactions had an impact on a recovering site. There
was a 45% increaBe in duration of a database transaction that generated a copier transaction to get
up to date values.
We also concluded that the rate at which fail-locks are cleared passively is directly related
to the percentage of data items fail-locked. Future implementations could take advantage of this
fact by dividing the recovery period into two steps. In the first step, the recovering site processes
transactions, but only clears fail-locks passively. In the second step, the recovering site initiates
copier transactions for all data items that are still out of date. Our study indicates that about 80%
of the fail-locks will be quickly cleared passively, but that the remainder should be cleared actively
to maintain data availability.
These experiments are representative of our work on replicated database management during
site failures and recoveries. For more details, see [3].
6.2 Experiment 2: Analysis of Layered Ethernet Software
This experiment was conducted to measure the communication delay in the categories of buffer
copying, context switching, protocol layering, internet address translation, and checksum compu-
tations in Sun's implementation of the UDP/IP protocol on a 10 megabit per second Ethernet.
The objective was the reduction of this delay and an analysis of how the reduced delay affects the
performance of various fault~tolerance protocols. The details of this study are given in [2]. Here
we present our findings briefly.
~ of the time spent in the network services is spent getting into and out of the kernel. The socket
layering abstraction is ~ of the total, mostly because of the large number of procedure calls used
to support it. The most sjgnificant data manipulation is in the mbufl allocation and deallocation,
and the kernel space to user space copy, and together these are only about half as expensive as the
socket layering. The lesson from this study is that decreasing the time needed to invoke a kernel
8 Mbufs are the buffers in which net.work data is passed around in the kernel.
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service is an effective way to improve datagram speed. Furthermore, this result suggests that
other methods for improving communication performance must take into account the overhead of
kernel invocation. For instance, some proposals suggest that a separate communications processor
could be used to decrease datagram latency. Unless a way is found to communicate with this
processor other than through a kernel call, however, our study shows that most of the expense of
the communication will still be borne by the primary processor. Alternative models such as single
address space architectures or distributed virtual memory should be explored.
6.3 Plans for New Experiments and Implementation
We plan to study the implementation of replicated copy management with a focus on network
partitions. We plan to conduct several experiments to measure the behavior of network partitions
and the overheads of our protocols. The main ideas involve the use of a connection vector instead
of the session vector that was used in the site failure algorithms. We will use the concepts of
dynamic voting, view serializability, and optimistic methods to provide increased availability and
survivability.
The need for concurrent execution in several server types has also been a problem. The Action
Driver must be able to process several user transactions concurrently. We provide for this by
creating a different AD for each user. This approach has the disadvantages that it creates many new
processes between which Unix must context-switch, that multiple copies of the code for executing
transactions must be loaded into memory, and that database caches can only be kept on a per-
user basis. The Atomicity Controller supervises distributed commitment for multiple transactions
simultaneously. Currently it maintains the state for each transaction internally, looking up the
corresponding transaction for each message it receives. Since this approach does not provide for
any form of preemptive scheduling, it is essential that the AC process each message quickly, so
that other incoming packets are not discarded. The AC implementation would he simplified if the
operating system provided preemptive scheduling within the AC address space. In addition, the
Concurrency Controller could be modified to process multiple transactions simultaneously. Each
of these servers would benefit from operating system support for multiple lightweight processes
with1n the same address space. We are planning an empirical investigation of the implementation
and performance advantages of lightweight process support.
Implementing RAID has uncovered several areas in which additional operating system support
would be an advantage. Most of these areas represent Unix weaknesses in inter-process commu~
nication both within a single host and between hosts. Our Ethernet experiments (Section 6.2)
demonstrated that a substantial part of datagram latency can be attributed to getting into and
out of the kernel. Simulated multicast in the kernel would incur this cost only once per packet,
regardless of the number of destination hosts. For instance,_ if sending a message takes 3 illS to
enter the kernel and 3 ms to actually transmit the message, a kernel-level multicast to ten sites
would take 33 ms versus 60 ms for user-level multicast. We have a prototype implementation that
sends a multicast packet to 4 sites and receives a single response in 5.4 ms, compared to a single
round-trip in 4.0 ms9 • The RAID communications package provides high-level simulated broadcast
9UDP takes 7.2 ms for a single round-trip. Our protocol is implemented as a device driver, and hence avoids the
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calls. These calls are being modified to use known lower·level multicast protocols (e.g., VMTP [8])
for improved efficiency. We will to measure the improvement of transaction throughput provided
by utilizing a lower-level multkast mechanism.
Slow intra-site communication is also a problem in RAID, especially because of the server imple-
mentation. Local messages currently take ~ of the time of remote messages. We are investigating
a faster mechanism for local communications such as shared memory, message queues, or named
pipes. The RAID communications package will be modified to send local messages using a different
transport protocol. Based on our measurements, shared memory permits extremely fast commu-
nication, but the semaphores required for coordination take ~ as long as sending local messages
via UDP. Surprisingly, sending a message on a message queue takes only ~ as long as posting to
a semaphorelO One possibility is to send long messages through shared memory, using a message
queue for coordination. Named pipes are a less attractive alternative since each server would need
to keep an open pipes for each local server. We will choose one of these mechanisms and measure
the effect on transaction throughput from faster local communications.
7 Brief Retrospect
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larger packets. Preallocation of resources for the common case can improve performance.
Since most of our communications is message oriented, we made an early decision that the
communications system would be datagram based. This works well for small control messages, but
for messages containing large amounts of data it uses excessive resources. For instance, the log or
differential file that is transmitted to the Access Manager to be merged with the database must
be placed in a single large buffer, fragmented by LDG, transmitted in pieces by UDPJIP, placed
into a single large buffer, and finally returned to the AM. Our future implementation will transmit
the log as a stream or as a series of datagrams, and to design the AM so that it can process and
discard each datagram as it receives it. Incremental execution is a significant ad vantage.
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